Aquarius Product Datasheet

these products are manufactured in the USA

Aqueous based liquid laminates provide the same protection as the more
conventional film laminates at a saving of up to 60% in manufacturing
costs.
Aquarius liquid laminates are sourced from leading manufacturers in
Europe and the USA and have been specially formulated for a variety of
inks and applications incuding truck side curtains, banners, fineart prints
and vehicle graphics.
UV protection, chemical resitance, abrasion resistance and flexibility are
just some of the benefits of protecting your work with Aquarius liquid
laminates.

Fleetkote is our premium high performance gloss liquid laminate. This
single component, fleet grade coating is suitable where resistance to
abrasion, chemicals and moisture is required. Its flexibility, resistance to
UV radiation and non yellowing formula make it ideal for a range of
applications including vehicle graphics, truck-side curtains, outdoor signage
and billboards all of which are subject to harsh environmental and physical
conditions. Fleetkote exhibits great adhesion to solvent, eco, UV and latex
inks.

Signkote is a quick drying, economical coating suitable for the
protection and enhancement of digitally printed graphics including banners,
exhibition graphics and window graphics. Signkote is available in gloss or
matt and can be used on most substrates, including solvent printable
canvas, vinyl, banners, fibreglass, wood, metal, plastic, and paper and is
suitable for solvent and eco solvent inks.

PROPERTIES












Use instead of film laminates
Water based
Low odour
Advanced UV inhibitors
Enhances colour
Highly flexible
Chemical resistant
Water resistant
Will not yellow
Easy clean up with soap and water
Packaging 1 litre, 5 litre, 10 litre, 25
litre and 210 litre

APPLICATIONS








Banners
Wall coverings
Billboards
Vehicle graphics
Fine art
Truck side curtains
Giclee prints

Artkote is the ideal protective clear coat for Giclee applications.

It is

formulated to work on micro porous surfaces, reducing or eliminating the
pinholes which can be encountered when applying liquid laminates to inkjet
receptive canvas. A key feature is that it exhibits excellent flexibility which
is required for stretching canvas.This water based coating protects prints
from moisture, light, humidity, atmospheric contaminants, abrasions and
even fingerprints.

Muralkote is a water based protective clearcoat with a satin or matt
finish that protects and enhances digitally printed wallpaper graphics.
Muralkote dries quickly providing good scratch and abrasion resistance.
All Aquarius liquids can be applied manually or with automated equipment
such as our A1600, A2200 and A3200 coaters. Our liquids are also
compatible with equipment supplied by Cleastar ®, Drytac ® and Seal ®.
Aquarius liquid laminates are available in 1, 5, 10, 25 and 210 litre
containers on a next day delivery throughout the UK. Tell us what you
need and we will make sure we always keep it in stock.
50ml samples of all water based liquids are available free of charge from
our website www.ftcuk.com
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